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Thiolon XP Golf™ - the proven choice
for synthetic golf greens.
Whether amateur or pro, today’s golfers dedicate
a substantial amount of their leisure time to the
improvement of short game skills. Not surprisingly,
the interest in personal synthetic golf greens
continues to spread as more individuals discover
the convenience of practicing in one’s own
backyard. Putting, pitching, chipping, and even
bunker play can now all be realistically recreated
with a professionally installed, sand filled putting
surface featuring the Thiolon XP Golf grass fiber.
Engineered Performance
Developed specifically to mimic the play of a
natural bent grass green, Thiolon XP Golf provides
the most authentic golf surface available on the
market today. The thin, wide Polypropylene (PP)
fiber allows for near perfect ball roll across the
exposed edge and a soft texture that holds a shot
from any distance. In fact, Thiolon XP Golf responds
so much like the real thing that most installers can
control the speed of the putting surface to match the
owner’s exact specification. No other synthetic grass
fiber offers this level of flexibility and precision.
Xtended Play Difference
Developed with TenCate’s exclusive Xtended Play™
fiber technology, Thiolon XP Golf offers the same
durability, soft hand, and split resistance built into
all Thiolon premium XP sports fibers. What does
this mean for the customer? Synthetic golf greens
constructed with Thiolon XP Golf will look and play
like new longer, while requiring less brushing and
maintenance over the entire life of the surface.
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Proven Choice
With over 10 years and millions of square feet
to its credit, Thiolon XP Golf stands alone as
the undisputed fiber of choice for synthetic golf
greens. Many top professional golfers, A-list
entertainers, major corporations, and brand-name
hotel/resorts have chosen to install systems
featuring Thiolon XP Golf due to the superior
product performance and outstanding quality
of play.
Innovative Leader
As the world’s largest manufacturer of synthetic
grass fiber, TenCate invests heavily in the research
and development of new technologies and fiber
designs. Our goal is to continuously improve the
performance of our products and contribute
significantly to the overall progress of the industry
in which we work. Using our deep knowledge of
materials and production methods, combined with
a resourceful and hands-on approach, we strive to
develop synthetic grass fibers that make a tangible
difference in our customers’ everyday lives.

Thiolon XP Golf Technical Specs
Basic polymer: Polypropylene (PP)
Manifestation: Parallel/long slit
Overall denier: 7,600
Fiber thickness: 52 micron
Fiber width: 11.8 mm
Tensile strength: 169 N
Elongation at break: 15%
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